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11 Abstract: Seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) desalination is a proven technology for augmenting water 
12 supply in remote areas with limited access to fresh water resources. Lowering the energy consumption 
13 of SWRO is crucial in such areas where the source of energy is often reliant on transported liquid fuels. 
14 This study presents a life cycle cost model for two diluted desalination processes using water reuse to 
15 dilute seawater, and reduce energy consumption. The economic model details the life cycle capital and 
16 operational costs of i) a baseline SWRO desalination, ii) alternative osmotic dilution desalination in a 
17 forward osmosis (FO) – reverse osmosis (RO) hybrid system, and iii) a mixed dilution desalination 
18 process in an ultrafiltration (UF) – RO system. The results reveal a 4–5% lower total water cost 
19 associated with the two alternative processes compared to conventional SWRO. Sensitivity analysis 
20 revealed that the FO–RO system is an economically viable alternative to standalone RO if a water flux 
21 ≥ 6 L⋅m-2h-1 and a recovery rate > 25% can be achieved. The sensitivity analysis showed that diluted 
22 desalination with UF–RO was economically preferable to SWRO even when the water flux and 
23 recovery rate of UF meet only minimum thresholds (18 L⋅m-2h-1 and 55%, respectively).

Keywords: forward osmosis; reverse osmosis; ultrafiltration; dilution desalination; economic analysis; low-
pressure reverse osmosis; seawater and wastewater.
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25 Abbreviations 

AL-FS: Active layer - feed solution OPEX:  Operational expenses
BOD:  Biological oxygen demand PVDF: Polyvinyl difluoride
CAPEX:  Capital expenses SDI: Silt density index
COD:  Chemical oxygen demand SE:  Secondary effluent
CP: Concentration polarization SEC: Specific energy consumption
DI: Deionized water SW:  Seawater
DS:  Draw solution SWRO:  Seawater reverse osmosis
EPC:  Engineering, procurement and construction TDS:  Total dissolved solid
FO:  Forward osmosis TFC:  Thin-film composite
FO-RO: Forward osmosis-reverse osmosis TOC:  Total organic carbon  
FS:  Feed solution TSS:  Total suspended solids
HPP: High-pressure pump TWC:  Total water cost
LCA: Life cycle assessment UF: Ultrafiltration
LCC:  Life cycle cost UF-RO: Ultrafiltration-reverse osmosis
LPRO: Low pressure reverse osmosis R %:  Recovery rate %
NPV: Net present value RO:  Reverse osmosis 
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27 1. Introduction 

28 There has been a rapid increase in the use of desalination technologies in coastal areas to serve urban 
29 populations. However, their high-energy consumption has become a concern for increasingly 
30 environmentally sensitive water authorities, as has the elevated cost of relying on seawater desalination 
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31 for a reliable supply of potable water. The desalination dilution process is a feasible alternative in 
32 regional and remote areas where energy resources are reliant on imported fossil fuels. Specifically, 
33 small remote mainland and island communities are typically off the grid and lack cost-efficient water-
34 energy resources (Jackson et al., 2019). However, advanced economies often have a mandate to provide 
35 clean potable water and a reliable energy supply to the entire country, even to those citizens living in 
36 remote areas. Lowering energy consumption to provide clean potable water in remote regions is vital 
37 to reducing the total water production costs where the main water supply is largely dependent on 
38 desalination processes. Several combinations of membrane technologies have been evaluated to identify 
39 which membrane desalination alternatives are economically viable options (Gude, 2016), but a feasible 
40 technology for remote island communities is yet to be found. 

41 In the context of dilution desalination, osmotic dilution is a system which implements a forward osmosis 
42 (FO) membrane as a pre-treatment barrier in form of dilution process (Singh and Hankins, 2016; Zhan 
43 et al., 2020). Osmotic dilution in hybrid FO–RO exploits the natural phenomenon of osmosis. It uses a 
44 low-salinity solution, such as wastewater, as the feed solution (FS) entered to a semi-permeable FO 
45 membrane to reduce the salinity of the seawater draw solution  (Kim et al., 2017b). The driving force 
46 in the FO process is the osmotic pressure difference generated between the seawater as a highly 
47 concentrated DS, and the wastewater as a low-concentration FS (Shaffer et al., 2015; Im et al., 2019). 
48 As a result, lower hydraulic pressure applied to the RO membrane leads to 50% energy savings in the 
49 overall process (Shaffer et al., 2012). Using wastewater reuse and diluted seawater simultaneously can 
50 reduce the wastewater volume to be treated and lower the environmental impact. This is because this 
51 combination reduces the energy consumption and brine concentration in RO desalination (Cath et al., 
52 2010; Xevgenos et al., 2016; Awad et al., 2019). As such, the concentrated wastewater effluent from 
53 the hybrid dilution process could be valuable in more cost-effective wastewater treatment, such as the 
54 recovery of bio-gas in an aerobic process (Linares et al., 2014). Furthermore, reducing the amount of 
55 seawater intake can decrease both capital and operational costs of the desalination process as well.
56
57 Due to recent developments on the FO membrane, interest in assessing the drawbacks and advantages 
58 of these hybrid systems has increased. Considering the significant energy savings of FO–RO 
59 alternatives, previous results have revealed an average of 1.5–2.5 kWh/m3 specific energy consumption 
60 (SEC) compared to 3.0–4.1 kWh/m3 of SEC in conventional desalination (Linares et al., 2016; Shahzad 
61 et al., 2017). Based on a conservative estimation, a prior experiment demonstrated that with a secondary 
62 wastewater effluent as FS, the SEC can be reduced to 1.3–1.5 kWh/m3 as the difference between the 
63 osmotic pressure of the DS and the FS increases (Yangali-Quintanilla et al., 2011). Other studies have 
64 elucidated the role of the dilution factor in reducing energy consumption in hybrid systems (Ghaffour 
65 et al., 2019). A higher volume of wastewater attributed to a higher dilution factor (e.g. 2.5) relies on 
66 wastewater reclamation more than seawater desalination (Blandin et al., 2015). 

67 Although the FO–RO hybrid system provides energy savings and economic advantages, the complexity 
68 of the FO structure counteracts the merits of the FO membrane, as it struggles with certain procedural 
69 barriers (Qin et al., 2012; Alghouti and Rabah, 2016). Developing the water permeability flux stressed 
70 by the concentration polarisation and reverse solute flux (RSF) is the major obstacle that reduces the 
71 performance recovery of an FO system. This could contribute to inhibiting the commercial viability of 
72 such systems (Yip et al., 2010; Linares et al., 2014). As a result, most studies have indicated that the 
73 current state of the FO membrane system is in an early stage to be considered on the industrial scale 
74 (Blandin et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018; Volpin et al., 2019). As such, of the 1,850 publications on FO 
75 research between 2005–2018, over 20% of the case studies in FO–RO configurations were undertaken 
76 in a laboratory or at a pilot scale. In addition, fewer than 2.5% of the FO systems had been implemented 
77 at a large scale (Awad et al., 2019; Lee and Ghaffour, 2019). Moreover, the insufficient data on the 
78 economic analysis of FO systems could inhibit a robust cost analysis based on the most effective 
79 parameters, including the membrane cost, recovery rate, active membrane area and water flux (Yangali-
80 Quintanilla et al., 2015). The conservative assumptions on the FO membrane cost vary from US$30–
81 100/m2 of membrane area (Yangali-Quintanilla et al., 2015), which became a reference for other cost 
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82 analysis assessments in FO–RO hybrid systems (Blandin et al., 2015). In a later economic assessment 
83 of the FO–RO hybrid system, the previous cost was evaluated as an overestimate and was lowered to 
84 between US$37–74/m2 based on a conservative assumption of 27 m2 of active FO area (Linares et al., 
85 2016). 

86 From an economic perspective, the water flux value for the FO membrane affects the total capital cost 
87 of a hybrid system (Lee and Hsieh, 2019). The energy savings from dilution desalination can be tested 
88 by evaluating the water flux thresholds, specifically in the FO membrane. A recently reported economic 
89 feasibility assessment of an FO hybrid system revealed that achieving water flux ≥ 30 L⋅m-2⋅h-1 (LMH) 
90 could make this system an economically viable alternative to the standalone SWRO (Blandin et al., 
91 2015). However, achieving 30 LMH water flux is unlikely with current FO membranes. Therefore, a 
92 different assessment has depicted a viable economic FO when the water flux reaches between 7–14 
93 LMH considering an FO module cost of between US$30–60/m2 (Yangali-Quintanilla et al., 2015). To 
94 date, most experiments on mass transfer in the FO membrane have determined an FO flux ≤ 10 LMH, 
95 with the real wastewater effluent as the FS (Cath et al., 2010; Yangali-Quintanilla et al., 2011; Linares 
96 et al., 2013; Awad et al., 2019; Vinardell et al., 2019). 

97 An alternative approach to dilution desalination is the mixing dilution of seawater through the hybrid 
98 UF–RO system, whereby pre-treated wastewater is blended with pre-treated seawater in a mixing tank. 
99 In a UF-RO system, the diluted seawater is then considered as the influent to the UF pre-treatment 

100 filtration prior to the SWRO system (Wei et al., 2019). 

101 The driving factor in considering the hybrid UF–RO system over the hybrid FO–RO system is the higher 
102 water-permeable flux (Bu et al., 2019). Comparing to FO membrane performance, UF has lower 
103 complexity of mass transfer and the ease in membrane cleaning process as well (Al-Ghamdi et al., 
104 2019). Though, similarly to RO, in UF as a hydraulic pressure membrane, fouling has a major effect on 
105 flux decline, which leads to higher operating and maintenance costs for frequent membrane cleaning 
106 (Shi et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the UF-RO process has been technically evaluated in previous studies, 
107 and the results reveal a promising application which benefits from the potential economic advantages 
108 of a reduction in energy consumption (Cheon et al., 2012; Lim et al., 2015).

109 To date, seawater dilution studies have focused more on the implementation of advanced membrane 
110 desalination for the effluence of low-energy consumption in existing SWRO desalination. Conversely, 
111 there are knowledge gaps in the actual cost values of the integrated membrane desalination and water 
112 reuse processes. Studies have not evaluated the trade-off between the reduction in energy consumption 
113 and the surge in capital cost in terms of the actual cost values of the integrated membranes and the in-
114 practice water flux of the proposed membrane integration. Hence, the objective of the economic analysis 
115 in this research is to present an accurate and applicable economic model to compare (A) SWRO 
116 desalination (RO alone); (B) the osmotic dilution process proposed in the FO–RO hybrid system; and 
117 (C) mixing dilution desalination configured in the hybrid UF–RO system. Specifically, this study 
118 compares the eco-technical feasibility of the hybrid FO–RO and UF–RO seawater desalination 
119 alternatives to conventional SWRO in the context of small off-grid island communities. A remote island 
120 community was chosen as the situational context for the analysis since it offered a realistic opportunity 
121 to implement these alternative systems. This research provides a detailed analysis of the capital 
122 expenses (CAPEX), operational expenses (OPEX) and life cycle costs (LCCs) for the three water 
123 treatment technologies (A, B and C). The economic model is also benchmarked against unit costs for 
124 comparable systems presented in the literature.

125

126   
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127 2. Material and methods

128 2.1. Scenarios and configurations

129 To assess the economic feasibility of the hybrid systems, relevant criteria needed to be chosen. The 
130 technologies compared in this analysis are assumed to be used in the treatment of seawater and water 
131 reuse (Section 2.6.1) as drinking water. Moreover, the designed configurations were based on new 
132 commercial technologies invoiced and specified by industrial membrane manufacturers. Two 
133 alternatives for baseline RO desalination were designed for use in an economic comparison at the 
134 seawater treatment facility of a rural island (Masig Island) located in North Queensland, Australia. 
135 Given the relatively small size of this remote island, its small-scale packaged-desalination plant is less 
136 than a kilometre away from the wastewater treatment plant (Figure 1). 

137 The baseline scenario was a standalone SWRO desalination plant. All three proposed desalination 
138 systems had been designed for drinking water purposes. Furthermore, the study considered a more 
139 modern and more efficient SWRO desalination plant (one that uses newly developed commercial RO 
140 membranes) than the pre-existing SWRO desalination plant, already operating on the island. The first 
141 alternative to the standalone SWRO desalination systems considered in this study was a hybrid FO–RO 
142 configuration. The designed hybrid FO–RO system is hypothetically competitive with the standalone 
143 SWRO system since it degrades the salinity concentration (TDS) in seawater through an osmotic 
144 dilution process in the FO membrane. The feedwater was secondary effluent (SE) wastewater (0.01M 
145 NaCl), and the draw solution (DS) was a conventional pre-treated SWRO (0.5 M NaCl; Figure S 1). 
146 The diluted seawater with lower salinity (0.35M NaCl) was passed into a low-pressure RO with a high 
147 recovery rate (Table 1). The second alternative considered for the dilution desalination process involved 
148 UF in the pre-treatment process integrated with the low-pressure RO. The dilute solution and the 
149 seawater were the same as those used in the FO–RO hybrid system. The dilution process was based on 
150 the mixing of the SE wastewater with the pre-treated seawater to obtain lower-salinity seawater (0.33M 
151 NaCl). The mixed diluted seawater then entered the low-pressure RO desalination system with a similar 
152 configuration to that previously described for the hybrid FO–RO system (Figure 2). 

153

Figure 1: The water and wastewater infrastructure on Masig 
Island, derived from TSIRC (TSIRC, 2009).
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154 2.2. Economic life cycle assessment

155 The economic analysis in this study involves life cycle assessment (LCA) models that compare baseline 
156 RO desalination and the two proposed alternative membrane processes, namely hybrid FO–RO and 
157 UF–RO. The LCA consists of three assessments, each involving CAPEX, OPEX presented in net 
158 present value (NPV) and total water cost (TWC). The economic parameters considered to calculate the 
159 TWC per m3 of water produced was every 365 days of drinking water production at 100 m3/day for the 
160 20-year lifetime of the project. Operational expenses comprised energy, labour, maintenance and 
161 cleaning costs, including membrane replacement costs and the chemical costs involved in the cleaning 
162 procedure (Figure S 2). 

163 The expenses for the operational costs were calculated based on the NPV for the 20-year lifetime of the 
164 project and a 7% interest rate (Yangali-Quintanilla et al., 2011; Linares et al., 2016). The NPV equation 
165 is as follows:

166 , (1)𝑁𝑃𝑉 = ∑20
𝑛 = 1 𝐶

(1 + 𝑖)𝑛

167 where i is the discount rate,  is the lifetime of the project, and C is the future value as net cash flow 𝑛
168 over the indicated period. 

169 To account for inflation, operational costs (OC) of chemical (OCC), labour (OCL) and energy (OCE) 
170 inflation rates were considered in the TWC, as calculated in the formula below: 

171               (2)𝑂𝐶𝑥 = ∑20
𝑛 = 1 𝐶𝑥 × (1 + ɑ𝑥)𝑛,

172 where OCx denotes the operating maintenance cost; Cx is the annual chemical, labour or energy cost; 
173 and ɑx is the inflation factor considered for the chemical, labour or energy costs as derived from the 
174 Australian Bureau of Statistics. The value  is the length of the project’s lifetime and was set to 20 years 𝑛
175 in this study. 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the systems designed for Masig Island. 
A) Baseline conventional seawater reverse osmosis desalination plant; 
B) hybrid FO-RO configuration with seawater brine and concentrated 
wastewater recycled to the seawater and wastewater tanks, respectively; 
and C) the hybrid UF–RO configuration in which the seawater brine is 
recycled to the seawater tank. LPRO refers to “low-pressure” reverse 
osmosis (as compared to conventional RO)
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176 The insurance was assumed to be 0.5% of the total capital cost (Younos, 2005). The frequency of 
177 membrane replacement in the RO standalone and hybrid alternatives was assumed to be 3 years and 5 
178 years, respectively (Yangali-Quintanilla et al., 2015).

179 The total annual costs of the treatment systems were expressed as the total annual capital costs plus the 
180 operating costs of the produced water. The total investment capital costs were amortised over the design 
181 life of the plant to obtain the total annual fixed capital cost. To account for the equipment’s depreciation, 
182 the amortisation formula was deployed as follows:

183 (3)𝐶𝑎 = 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 ×  𝑖 × (1 + 𝑖)𝑛
(1 + 𝑖)𝑛 ‒ 1 ,

184 where Ca is the amortised value of the capital cost considered in the annual CAPEX, i is the discount 
185 rate, and  is the lifetime of the project. 𝑛
186 The labour cost was estimated based on the daily salary per person per hour in rural areas of Australia. 
187 The unit cost for the TWC was AU$/m3, and the currency conversion rate of US$ to AU$ was 1.40 
188 based on the February 2019 exchange rate 

189 A large diesel generator is the source of energy on Masig Island, and the cost of diesel was set to 
190 AU$1.55 per litre (Australian Institute of Petroleum, 2019).

191 The SEC was assumed to be 4.1 kWh/m3 of water produced in the standalone RO calculated using 
192 WAVE software for RO simulation and is within the global average (Wei et al., 2019). The SEC was 
193 assumed 2.5 kWh/m3 for hybrid FO–RO systems. For UF–RO configurations, the SEC was assumed 
194 3.0 kWh/m3 (calculated by WAVE and HYSIS software), including the high-pressure pump in the RO 
195 section, the low-pressure pump in the UF section and the backwash and air wash pumps. The energy 
196 requirements for the RO process include pre-treatment (0.2–0.4 kWh/m3) and membrane process (2–5 
197 kWh/m3; (Shaffer et al., 2012; Wan and Chung, 2018). Moreover, the seawater intake, post-treatment 
198 and distribution were not considered in this study.

199 Table 1: Technical membrane specifications designed for the hybrid FO– RO, hybrid UF– RO and standalone 
200 RO.

201

202 2.3. Data collection

203 For the cost analysis assessment, the major concern was to compile robust data from reliable sources. 
204 In this study, the procedures for data collection were divided into the collection of two main groups of 
205 data. The first group of data contains the conservative assumptions on the cost analyses from previous 

Process
Membrane 
recovery

(%)

SE
flow 

(m3/day)/ 
TDS (mg/L)

SW
flow 

(m3/day)/ 
TDS (mg/L)

SEC
(kWh/m3)

Active 
area (m2)

Design 
water 
flux 

(LMH)

Membrane 
material/
module

Hybrid
FO–RO

FO: 50
RO: 60

137
/550

99
/32,000 2.5 FO: 500

RO: 223
FO: 8.6

RO: 18.7

FO: TFC/ 
hollow fibre
RO: TFC/ 

spiral wound

Hybrid
UF–RO

UF: 65
RO: 60

105
/550

153
/32,000 3.0 UF: 450

RO: 224
UF: 27

RO: 18.7

UF: PVDF/ 
hollow fibre
RO: TFC/

spiral wound

Standalone 
RO RO: 45 - 222

/32,000 4.1 RO: 224 RO: 18.7 RO: TFC/ 
spiral wound
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206 studies. The main assumptions previously considered the ideal water flux for the FO membrane, which 
207 consequently reduced the active area of the membrane, resulting in lower membrane costs (Table S 3). 

208 In previously reported FO membrane related economic studies, the FO membrane cost has been 
209 assumed to be similar to that of RO membranes; however, these FO cost assumptions were typically 
210 less than those provided by manufacturers (e.g.  (e.g. Aquaporin Inside HFFO2 Hollow Fiber FO 
211 Membrane Module). The range of prices for the FO and RO element, the recovery rate, feed and draw 
212 solution TDS and the SEC of each process in RO standalone and FO-RO hybrid configuration in the 
213 previous studies have been depicted in Table S 3.

214 In the second approach to data collection, the cost per element of the membranes came from the 
215 manufacturers’ quotations based on new developments in membrane technology. The most critical part 
216 of this data collection was commercial FO membranes. Due to the limited number of manufacturers, 
217 the FO membrane cost in this study was obtained from one industrial quote. For the RO membrane, the 
218 costs were obtained from three different manufacturers. The membrane configuration applied in all 
219 scenarios was designed in a containerised membrane system shipped to Masig Island.

220 2.4. Size and location of the project

221 The initial assumptions for the calculation of costs were based on the size and location of the project; 
222 the availability, collocation, type and volume of the water and wastewater treatment plants; and the 
223 source of energy at the study site. The project was established for a small community on a coastal island 
224 located on Torres Strait Islands in North Queensland, Australia, named Masig Island. The population 
225 of this island is 250–270 residents, and the water demand for this population is estimated at 100 m3 of 
226 drinking water per day. At this location, the site availability and the intake-discharge, water and 
227 wastewater distribution pipelines were considered. The island has a portable SWRO treatment plant, 
228 and the wastewater treatment plant on the island includes biological and tertiary treatment (Figure 1). 
229 The electric power produced from the Torres Strait is generated mainly by diesel power stations. These 
230 details were extracted from a report on the municipality of Torres Strait Islands (TSIRC, 2009).

231

232 2.5. Experimental setup

233 2.5.1. Membrane elements

234 A commercial Aquaporin (HFFO2) hollow fibre FO membrane was used for the bench-scale 
235 experiment in this study. The membrane comprised an active layer of polyamide thin-film composite 
236 (TFC). According to the manufacturer’s specifications, the effective membrane area is 2.3 m2, and the 
237 water permeability flux and RSF are > 15 LMH and ˂ 0.20 g/L, respectively. The FO process was 
238 performed with the active TFC layer facing the FS (AL-FS ) and the support layer facing the DS in a 
239 counter-current manner and crossflow direction. For the low-pressure RO integrated into the dilution 
240 desalination process, FILMTEC™, SW30XLE or SW30HR and Toray UTC-82V flat sheet membranes 
241 were assembled in a CF042 crossflow cell assembly manufactured by Sterlitech Company. According 
242 to the manufacturers’ specifications, the mean value of the active area, salt rejection rate and water flux 
243 are 0.42 m2, 99.6% and > 46 LMH, respectively.

244 The UF membrane, as part of the hybrid UF–RO configuration, was chosen from the Squirt-25 water 
245 filter polyvinyl difluoride (PVDF), which has an active area of 0.75 m2, a pore size of 0.04 μm and 
246 dead-end flow. The permeability flux can vary from 20 to 33.3 LMH (Racar et al., 2019). Figure 2 
247 illustrates both the FO–RO and UF–RO’s conceptual designs configured for Masig Island for the flow 
248 rate of pre-treated wastewater and seawater into the hybrid system. 

249
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250 2.5.2. Laboratory-scale hybrid forward osmosis and ultrafiltration setup

251 To evaluate the baseline performance of the osmotic dilution system, the water permeability flux (Jw), 
252 RSF (Js) and recovery rate were determined through the FO bench-scale system (Figure 1A). Secondary 
253 effluent wastewater from a treatment plant located on the Gold Coast, Queensland, was employed as 
254 the FS with TDS of 550 mg/L. For the DS, pre-treated seawater with a TDS of 32,000 mg/L (0.5 M), 
255 collected from a desalination plant in the Gold Coast, was used. A similar process was followed for the 
256 UF flux experiment configured with dead-end (Figure 3B) in a single-pass mode as a direct mixing 
257 dilution desalination. The experiment was conducted in a physical containment level 2 (PC2) lab at 
258 Griffith University, Gold Coast campus, to measure water permeability and RSF. The specification and 
259 experimental conditions for FO mode and the UF setup are given in Table S 1.

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the bench-scale water flux 
experiment for A) osmotic dilution in a forward osmosis (FO) 
system and B) direct mixing of secondary effluent (SE) with 
seawater (SW) in an ultrafiltration (UF) system. The SE collected 
from a domestic wastewater treatment plant as a feed solution 
dilutes the pre-treated seawater (draw solution) via the FO cell 
(HFFO2). In a UF system, a direct mixing of SE with SW dilutes 
the seawater, and UF-diluted SW was the output of the process. 
Circles signify temperature (T), conductivity (C), flow rate (F) and 
pressure (P) gages in both input and output paths of each tank 
connected to a computer.

A)

B)
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260 In FO mode, the osmotic pressure of both FS and DS was estimated using the well-established Van’t 
261 Hoff’s equation: 

262 , (4)𝛱 =  𝛷𝑖𝐶𝑅𝛵
263 where π is the osmotic pressure of the solution (bar), φ is the osmotic reflection coefficient, i is the ion 
264 concentration per dissociated solute molecule, C is the molar concentration (M), R is the universal gas 
265 constant, and T is the ambient temperature in absolute Kelvin degrees. The osmotic reflection 
266 coefficients were estimated at 0.82 and 0.93 for the FS (0.01 M) and DS (0.5 M), respectively (Bui et 
267 al., 2015). The osmotic pressures of the seawater and wastewater were calculated as 24.4 bar and 0.37 
268 bar, respectively.   

269 In continuous mode, the FO membrane was operating to extract the water from FS until the final volume 
270 of DS experienced a 1.4 L increase in the DS tank.

271 In-situ sensors (HI-92000 Hanna) were used to measure the FS and DS conductivity, temperature and 
272 pH in the FS tank and diluted DS tank. A digital balance (ADAM Nimbus NBL4602i) was used to 
273 measure the weight of the DS to evaluate the water permeability flux. Both instruments were connected 
274 to a data acquisition system on a computer to record measurements of the water permeability flux and 
275 RSF. For the water flux, at a 10 s interval, the mass of the water that was permeated across the FO 
276 membrane was weighed using the digital balance and then converted to a volume. 

277 This volume was divided by the active surface area of the membrane, to provide the osmotic water 
278 flux (Eq. [5]):

279 (5)𝐽𝑤 =  𝑚 × 𝜌
𝛢𝑠𝑦𝑠 × 𝑡

280 where Jw is the water permeate flux (LMH), m is the measured weight of the water permeated to the DS 
281 tank (g), ρ is the DS density (g/L), and t is the duration of the FO process (hr). 

282 The RSF was determined by continually measuring the conductivity on the FS side using a conductivity 
283 metre. The value of Js was measured using Eq. (6):

284 (6)𝐽𝑠 =  
(∆𝑉𝑖𝜎𝑖) × 𝛽
𝛢𝑠𝑦𝑠 × ∆𝑡

285 where Js is the RSF (g/m2⋅h), V is the differential volume of the FS (L), σ is the differential conductivity 
286 measured in the FS (μs⋅cm-1), and β is a proportional coefficient converting conductivity to the TDS of 
287 NaCl, which was assumed to be 0.47 mg⋅L-1 per μs⋅cm-1 (Sanahuja-Embuena et al., 2019). The recovery 
288 rates of the FO and UF membranes were calculated by measuring the volume of the permeate FS against 
289 the initial FS as displayed in Eq. (7):

290 . (7)𝑅 =  
𝑄𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 × 100

291 2.6. Hybrid commercial-scale designed parameters

292 Using the mass balance of the hybrid system, the required FS and DS volumes for the entire system 
293 were found for the scaled-up commercial system on the specified island. Eq. (4) was employed to 
294 account for the concentration of the solute’s TDS (mg/L) through the designed hybrid system, including 
295 FO–RO and UF–RO. The diluted concentration is given by:

296 . (8)𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 =  (𝐶𝑠𝑤 𝑖𝑛 ×𝑄𝑠𝑤 𝑖𝑛) + (𝐶𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒 ×𝑄𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒)
𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑
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297 According to Eq. (8), the mass balance assumes mixing rates (Qww/Qsw) of 1.1 and 0.65 for the FO–RO 
298 and UF–RO configurations, respectively. As a result, the dilution of the seawater was determined to be 
299 36% and 40% for the FO–RO and UF–RO, respectively. 

300   

301 2.6.1. Wastewater and seawater parameters

302 The laboratory experiment was conducted using sampled (10 L) wastewater SE collected from a water 
303 treatment plant located on the Gold Coast and pre-treated seawater effluent collected from a desalination 
304 plant on the Gold Coast. The pre-treatment process for both samples was based on the conventional 
305 process in the SWRO desalination and wastewater treatment process. The samples (10 L) were collected 
306 from the pre-treatment section prior to the disinfection process and stored at a low temperature (˂ 
307 10ºC). The most common parameters of water quality were determined, including turbidity, total 
308 suspended solids (TSS), 15-minute silt density index (SDI15), total organic carbon (TOC) and TDS. The 
309 pre-treated seawater’s quality parameters were determined to be 2.1 NTU (turbidity), 4 mg/L (TSS), 
310 2.5 (SDI15), 3.5 mg/L (TOC) and 32,000 mg/L (TDS). For the SE wastewater, the mean values of these 
311 parameters were 14 NTU (turbidity), 90 mg/L (TSS), 5 (SDI15), 20 mg/L (TOC) and 550 mg/L (TDS). 
312 In addition, chemical oxygen demand was determined to be 100 mg/L for the wastewater effluent.

313 2.6.2. Conceptual design of commercial-scale reverse osmosis desalination and 
314 hybrid alternatives

315 The full-scale commercial RO desalination and the alternative hybrid systems were configured using 
316 lab-scale experimental results, equations and the mass balance. The characteristics of the membranes 
317 were estimated according to the industrial manufacturers’ specifications. For both hybrid alternatives, 
318 the rate of the dilution process, the salinity (TDS) and the flow rate of diluted seawater were fixed at 
319 40%, 19,200 mg/L and 168 m3/day, respectively. As such, the ratio of wastewater to seawater influent 
320 into the system was considered 1.37 in the FO–RO, and 0.69 in the UF–RO hybrid configurations.  

321 The osmotically diluted RO desalination had 18.7 LMH water flux, with 60% of the total water recovery 
322 in the FO–RO configuration. The mixing of the diluted seawater in the UF–RO configuration operated 
323 at 60% of the recovery rate in the RO and assumed 65% recovery rate in the UF section. Design fluxes 
324 of 8.6 LMH and 27 LMH were determined for the FO and UF membranes, respectively, in the hybrid 
325 system during the bench-scale experiments (Table 1). 

326 To estimate the membrane performance, an RO simulation software (WAVE DOW Filmtec) was 
327 preliminarily applied. The pre-assumption and conditions used for modelling the standalone RO and 
328 the integrated hybrid systems are described in Table S 2 of the supplementary documents. This table 
329 presents the results modelled on the baseline SWRO desalination (standalone RO) and helped modify 
330 the integrated dilution desalination consisting of the UF–RO and FO–RO. The osmotically diluted RO 
331 desalination had 18.7 LMH of average water flux, with 60% of the total water recovery in the FO–RO 
332 configuration. 

333 The specification compiled from the RO simulation indicated a single pass, six RO elements with a 
334 total active area of 223 m2, a recovery rate of 45%, an SEC of 4.1 kWh/m3, a FS pressure of 52.9 bar 
335 and a salinity of 32,000 mg/L (based on the seawater TDS from the island). The FO system, due to its 
336 novel utilisation, was not modified in a software program; hence, the modelling outputs are mainly for 
337 the low pressure RO, with membrane pre-treatment in the FO–RO system and UF-filtration pre-
338 treatment in the UF–RO system.
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339 3.  Results and discussion

340 This section discusses the results from the LCC model in terms of the evaluation of the assumptions 
341 made in this study. The analysis of economic cost provides an insight into the differences between a 
342 standalone RO and the possible alternatives hybrid configurations. 

343 3.1. Water permeability flux

344 The water permeability flux of both the osmotic dilution and mixing dilution were determined from the 
345 bench-scale hybrid FO–RO and UF–RO experiments. As mentioned in the methodology, the water flux 
346 in the FO unit was conducted with seawater (0.5 M) as DS and a secondary wastewater effluent as FS 
347 (0.01 M). The results of the water flux as a function of time are shown in Figure 4. The experiment with 
348 the FO–RO setup showed relatively lower water flux compared to the UF–RO experiment, as it 
349 decreased from 9.50 to 6.2 LMH. This is likely due to the effect of dilution concentration polarisation 
350 in the FO membrane and the lower osmotic pressure due to the lower TDS of the DS (Im et al., 2019; 
351 Khan et al., 2019; Im and Jang, 2020). The flux decline in the FO setup occurred during the experiment 
352 because the wastewater was applied as the FS, and membrane fouling inevitably occurred (Im et al., 
353 2019; Kim et al., 2020). Compared to the pressure-driven membrane process (UF–RO), the osmotic 
354 pressure in the FO–RO hybrid system did not show the same trends of initial flux decline. As such, the 
355 water flux in the UF–RO experiment declined drastically due to the formation of gel-layer foulants 
356 (Singh and Hankins, 2016) but decreased from 42 LMH to 26.5 LMH with the higher range of water 
357 flux. The maximum water flux in the UF membrane was neglected, and the operational flux was 
358 considered as it reached a steady state during the experiment (Luo et al., 2015).

359

360

361

362

363

364

365

366

367

368
369

370 3.2. Capital and operational expense results

371 Figure 5 presents the CAPEX and OPEX attributed to the TWC in this economic analysis. Overall, the 
372 hybrid FO–RO and UF–RO alternatives are competitive economically with the standalone RO, with 
373 4% and 3% lower TWC, respectively. The membrane cost for the FO is disputable since a commercial 
374 FO membrane at a reasonable price is currently unavailable (AU$ 275/m2 for the FO compared to AU$ 
375 35.5 and AU$ 25/m2 for the UF and RO systems, respectively). Therefore, the CAPEX for the FO 
376 integrated into the RO system was determined using two approaches. In the first approach, the 
377 equipment and engineering procurement costs and the membrane costs were determined based on the 
378 ratio of FO–RO to RO CAPEX, as published in the related literature (Linares et al., 2016). In the second 
379 approach, the membrane cost was calculated based on industrial quotes provided by FO membrane 

Figure 4: Flux decline curve in the A) ultrafiltration (UF) bench-scale setup and B) forward osmosis 
(FO) bench-scale setup using secondary effluent as feedwater and seawater as the draw solution (n = 
13).
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380 manufacturers, where the equipment and engineering procurement costs were similar to the ones 
381 achieved with the first approach. 

382

383

384 The midpoint results are the average of the two approaches in the CAPEX and OPEX costs, which are 
385 presented in the preliminary results. The breakdown of each scenario attributed to CAPEX, OPEX and 
386 TWC is presented in Table 2. Regarding the values obtained from the economic model, the cost values 
387 of AU$ 3.10/m3, AU$ 2.88/m3 and AU$ 2.91/m3 were calculated for the standalone RO, FO–RO and 
388 UF–RO systems, respectively. Therefore, compared to the standalone RO, the FO–RO has an 86% 
389 higher membrane cost, while the UF–RO exhibited a lower increase in membrane cost (58%). This was 
390 due to the novelty of the hybrid system merging FO with RO desalination. This hybrid method is new 
391 and requires further investigation regarding performance and feasibility. The engineering and 
392 equipment cost for the UF–RO system was 11% higher than for the FO–RO system. Using mixed 
393 wastewater and seawater with no pre-filtration, as it is processed in the UF–RO system, can result in 
394 higher pre-treatment and chemical costs to remove the suspended solids and other particles in the diluted 
395 seawater before it enters the low-pressure RO system (Yangali-Quintanilla et al., 2011).

396

397 Table 2: Overview of the detailed costs of standalone RO, hybrid FO-RO and hybrid UF-RO desalination 
398 plants, with a total water production capacity of 100 m3⋅d-1.

Standalone 
RO 

Hybrid FO–
RO

Hybrid
UF–RO

Comment or
reference

Membrane 5,856 1 $79,865 2 $21,768 2
1 Quote;

2 Literature
Equipment and 

materials (EPC) * 314,984 1 $328,000 2 $402,672 2
1 Quote;

2 Literature

Initial CAPEX $320,840 $407,866 $424,440

Figure 5: Capital expenses (CAPEX) and operational expenses 
(OPEX) for the three water treatment scenarios. The OPEX are 
displayed in the net present value (NPV) and summed over the 20-
year lifetime of the project to give the total cost for a capacity of 
100 m3 of water per day. The CAPEX and OPEX are in millions of 
dollars (AU$ M).
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1,046,414 1 $638,057 2 $765,669 3Energy/SEC 
(kWh/m3) SEC: 4.1 

kWh/m3
SEC: 2.5
kWh/m3

SEC: 3.0 
kWh/m3

1,3 Software;
2 FO literature

Chemical 84,210 1 $56,140 2 $56,140 1 Quote; 2 literature

Membrane 
replacement 27,836 $167,713 2 $49,626

1 RO $24/m2 and FO 
$274/m2; 2 Literature

Labour 1 607,797 $607,797 $607,797 1 Literature

Insurance and 
amortisation 1 169,422 $227,682 $223,369 1 Literature

OPEX $1,935,679 $1,695,389 $1,702,601

Total water cost 
(AU$/m3) 3.09 2.88 2.91

399  * The equipment and materials consist of civil engineering, design, legal services, installation, pressure vessels, pumps, energy 
400 recovery and piping.
401 1 Quotation from industrial manufacturers
402      2 Literature reference: (Linares et al., 2016)
403

404 The FO membrane in its current state of development is still inherently more expensive than the RO 
405 and UF membranes (AU$ 274/m2 compared to AU$ 25/m2 and AU$ 35.5/m2, respectively). Therefore, 
406 the total capital cost of the hybrid FO–RO system is higher than both the UF–RO and standalone RO. 
407 Nevertheless, the analysis revealed that the membrane cost in the FO–RO or UF–RO systems 
408 contributes a negligible amount to the TWC (Figure 6). This is consistent with the previous study on 
409 the economic evolution of FO–RO by Linares et al., (2016). 

410 The major proportion of operational costs consists of the energy, labour and insurance costs, between 
411 28% and 37.5% in all scenarios. The reasons for the higher labour costs are the rural location and higher 
412 rates and limited availability of qualified technicians (Ghaffour, 2009) and installers for the new setup. 
413 Overall, the FO–RO and UF–RO hybrids contribute a comparable amount of energy consumption to 
414 the TWC. The equipment and engineering costs contribute on average 16% to the total capital costs 
415 (Figure 6).  

416 3.3. Sensitivity analysis of energy consumption, membrane module and recovery rate

% RO 
standalone

% FO-RO % UF-RO
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Equipment 
and materials
Energy

Chemical

Membrane 
replacement
Labour

Insurance and 
ammortizatio
n

Figure 6: Detailed cost breakdown of the contributing 
percentages of capital and operational expenses from three 
scenarios.
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417 Due to the novelty of these hybrid systems, the data available on the membranes and the CAPEX and 
418 OPEX were limited. Therefore, the assumptions were established based on the literature review and 
419 evaluated using simulation software. The uncertainty related to some of these assumptions was assessed 
420 through a sensitivity analysis on the effect of the dilution rate on energy consumption (Figure S 3A) 
421 and the recovery rate on membrane cost (Figure S 3B) in the integrated FO-RO and UF-RO systems. 
422 The key parameters in the economic assessment were energy consumption (average of 37% of the 
423 TWC), the FO and UF water flux, the permeate recovery rate in the membranes and the membrane 
424 module cost. 

425 The FO and UF water flux, recovery rate and active membrane area are three parameters of coherence 
426 relative to the TWC in hybrid configurations. The cost analysis tested membrane recoveries of 25%, 
427 35%, 50% and 70% (Coday et al., 2015; Yangali-Quintanilla et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2017b) for the FO 
428 membrane module. The recovery assumptions for the UF membrane were 55%, 65% (software 
429 simulation), 75% (different membranes in the software) and 85% (Gu et al., 2018). Regarding the 
430 importance of the fouling problem in the membranes, especially if wastewater is used as FS, the 
431 recovery rate of the FO and RO can be changed, as the TOC, TSS and SDI15 vary depending on the 
432 characteristics of the FS. Figure 7 illustrates the impact of the water flux and permeate recovery rate on 
433 the TWC. Considering a 2.3 m2 active area for the FO element, changes in the FO water flux indicate 
434 that the overall cost of the hybrid system could be moderately lower when the FO flux is more than 5 
435 LMH and the recovery rate surpasses 50%. This result contrasts with previous studies on the hybrid 
436 FO–RO cost analysis, which found that even with a lower flux (e.g., 5 LMH), the hybrid system can 
437 still have a lower TWC compared to the standalone RO (Linares et al., 2016). 

438

439 The plant capacity and size of the treatment unit has a considerable role in the economic and technical 
440 analysis of water membrane technologies. In conventional RO desalination, due to its large application 
441 at the industrial scale, previous studies have shown the higher scale of production rate could result in 
442 lower TWC, which includes the higher technical parameters such as water flux and recovery rate (Lamei 
443 et al., 2008). For FO configuration, whether this holds true is questionable due to insufficient data and 
444 lack of commercially available plants for the FO–RO hybridisation process. Hence, the impact of unit 
445 size and techno-economic evaluation of this process has not shown the same trend as for conventional 

Figure 7: Sensitivity analysis of the total water cost (AU$/m3) in A) the forward osmosis (FO) water flux 
(L⋅m-2⋅h-1 [LMH]) and recovery rate (%) and B) the ultrafiltration (UF) water flux (LMH) and recovery rate 
(%). The red line represents an average total water cost of the standalone reverse osmosis to be compared 
with the hybrid UF–RO and FO–RO systems.
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446 RO desalination. Therefore, in some previous economic assessments, with an increased plant size, the 
447 TWC and technical parameters have not had the same impact as in conventional RO (Table S 3). 

448 The experimental work on a bench-scale hybrid FO–RO system in the lab revealed that the higher flux 
449 (> 8.6 LMH in this case) could not be achieved because the wastewater SE was used as the feed solution, 
450 and real seawater was used as the DS. The benefit of the FO–RO’s double-barrier membrane with fine 
451 pore size is that it should provide better-permeated water quality; however, this can potentially be 
452 hindered by the lower water flux in the FO membrane when the reclaimed wastewater is applied as the 
453 FO FS (> 10 LMH). Accordingly, the higher water flux in the UF membrane (≤ 27 LMH) counteracts 
454 its shortcoming in pathogen removal due to its larger pore size. To date, in most hybrid osmotic 
455 laboratory experiments, DI water has been used to make synthetic FS and seawater to have the osmotic 
456 pressure without the presence of organics or foulants. As such, the water flux in most cases has had 
457 unrealistic values of ≥ 10 LMH (Bui et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2017a). When considering the real pre-
458 treated wastewater and seawater from treatment plants, lower water fluxes were achieved (≤9 LMH in 
459 our case) in the FO membrane (Choi et al., 2016; Volpin et al., 2018). For the UF–RO configuration, 
460 the active area of the UF membrane was set at 45 m2 per element. Figure 7B indicates that even with a 
461 lower flux and recovery rate, the overall water cost is competitive with the standalone RO. 

462 The recovery of the system in the integrated UF-to-RO configuration has a significant impact on the 
463 operational maintenance and TWC. Due to the implications of the wastewater and seawater in a mixed 
464 dilution of seawater, the organic carbon, turbidity and fouling index of the system increase, and fouling 
465 is inevitable (Lim et al., 2015). Subsequently, the recovery of the UF membrane decreases from the 
466 nominal 85–95% (Bu et al., 2019) to 55–65%. The water flux and recovery rate of UF in this case were 
467 determined to be 27.1 LMH and 65%, respectively. This is based on the results of the bench-scale UF–
468 RO system determined and further validated by the software simulation. Further, the experimental work 
469 was carried in one single batch mode. Hence, the effect of backwash and cleaning process in UF 
470 membrane has not been considered in UF recovery rate value.

471 The sensitivity analysis of the UF–RO’s performance indicated that the variation in the recovery rate 
472 and water flux in the UF membrane has a less significant impact on the TWC compared to the results 
473 of the FO–RO. Overall, in the UF membrane, the recovery rate and water flux of < 65% and 24 LMH, 
474 respectively, yield less competitiveness between the hybrid UF–RO and FO–RO, resulting in a 
475 moderate increase in the TWC from AU$2.8/m3 to AU$2.9/m3 (Figure 7). Figure 8 presents a TWC 
476 trade-off between the increased dilution rate and the decreased SEC for the proposed hybrid systems 
477 with 100 m3/day of produced water. 

478 The results of the sensitivity analysis of the SEC (kWh/m3) revealed a potential total cost reduction in 
479 hybrid alternatives compared to standalone RO (Figure 8). In this case, a similar process was considered 
480 in terms of the water flux (8.6 LMH and 27.1 LMH) and the recovery rate (50% and 65%) for FO–RO 
481 and UF–RO, respectively. It revealed that a dilution rate under 30% can achieve the break-even point 
482 of the total water of the proposed FO–RO (AU$3.10/m3) and a slightly higher TWC for UF–RO 
483 (AU$3.14/m3) compared to standalone RO. Although increasing the dilution can result in a higher 
484 capital cost for the proposed system, having lower SEC in hybrid systems compensates for the higher 
485 capital cost since it has a more significant effect on the TWC. 
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486 4.  Conclusion

487 This study evaluated the performance of two hybrid dilution desalination alternatives (namely, FO-RO 
488 and UF-RO) in comparison with conventional SWRO desalination. New commercially available TFC 
489 FO and PVDF UF membranes were used in the assessment. An SE wastewater and pre-treated seawater 
490 were used as feed and draw solutions, respectively, for the hybrid FO–RO system to achieve the realistic 
491 results on the economic assumptions applied in the cost analysis. The LCC analyses were conducted 
492 for commercial-scale dilution desalination systems in a remote island in Australia. Results show that an 
493 FO–RO system costs less to produce water than a UF–RO system (2.88 and 2.91 AU$/m3, respectively). 
494 The two proposed dilution desalination systems are comparable to standalone SWRO (3.10 AU$/m3) 
495 with a higher CAPEX (11% and 13%, respectively for FO-RO and UF-RO) resulting from an extra 
496 membrane to pre-treat the low-pressure SWRO system. The reduction in OPEX due to the energy 
497 savings in dilution desalination was quantified as 7% and 6% lower in FO–RO and UF–RO, 
498 respectively.  

499 The current cost per m2
 of commercial FO membranes was significantly higher (AU$ 274/m2) than in 

500 the previous economic cost analysis (AU$ 43–144/m2) based on industrial quotations. As a result, FO–
501 RO had a 71% higher membrane replacement cost compared to standalone RO, while the UF–RO had 
502 28% higher membrane replacement cost. Energy consumption had the most influence and contribution 
503 to the LCC in all three scenarios. A sensitivity analysis demonstrated that the minimum required 
504 membrane flux and recovery rate for FO should be 6 LMH and 35%, respectively, to make the hybrid 
505 FO–RO system competitive compared to standalone RO. The results further revealed that the UF–RO 
506 hybrid system is less sensitive to the changes in water flux and recovery rate. Contrarily, the UF–RO 
507 system was vulnerable to a dilution rate lower than 20%, which contributed to the higher SEC and made 
508 the hybrid mixing dilution less economically favourable.

509 5. Study limitation

510 This study acknowledges but does not address the environmental health aspects of these novel 
511 alternative systems. Using treated wastewater effluent as the diluting solution into seawater can be 
512 characterised as a direct potable reuse process. Since this is a relatively new process, there will 
513 understandably be public concerns over microbial contamination until the process is proven completely 
514 safe in various large commercial-scale plants. Although in a laboratory setting, the integration of multi-
515 barrier filtration in both hybrid systems has been shown to remove dissolved solids (e.g. TSS, TOC...)  

Figure 8: The effects of specific energy consumption (SEC) as a 
function of the dilution rate on the total water cost (TWC) analysis 
for the FO-RO and UF-RO hybrid systems. 
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516 and pathogenic contaminants for potable purposes, further research is required to alleviate public health 
517 concerns related to the use of reclaimed water for potable purposes (Warsinger et al., 2018; Fujioka et 
518 al., 2019). In this regard, FO used as the first membrane barrier has better removal efficiency due to its 
519 smaller pore size than UF membranes (Hancock et al., 2013). As this paper is focused on conducting 
520 an economic assessment, these human health aspects have not been covered. Also out of scope is the 
521 extent of fouling effects related to particulate and organic matters in UF and FO membranes when using 
522 water reuse to dilute seawater. However, this economic assessment does consider greater operational 
523 costs related to fouling in the alternative systems. 
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Appendix A.  Supplementary data

Figure S 1: Schematic diagram of the two dilution desalination processes considered for the Masig Island, Australia. 
A) FO membrane as the first barrier to face the seawater to water reuse in hybrid FO-RO configuration. Seawater 
dilution is undertaken in the osmotic dilution process in FO membrane, and then the diluted seawater enters the low-
pressure RO system; B) UF membrane as the first barrier to filter the mixed diluted seawater after blending of water 
reuse and seawater in a hybrid UF-RO configuration. The pre-treatment process for seawater consists of media filter, 
cartridge filter and chemical dosing before entering the dilution process in both hybrid systems.  

A)

B)
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SW, WW Chemical parameters (TDS) 
Mass balance Flow rate
Plant capacity (m3/day) 
Osmotic pressure (bar)
Dilution rate %
Membrane recovery %
Water flux (LMH)
Membrane active area (m2)
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Energy
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Specific energy consumption (kWh/m3)
Diesel consumption (L/kWh)
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Membrane replacement
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Initial CAPEX

Insurance % (of initial CAPEX) 
Amortization costs

Interest rate %
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OPEX fixed costs

TOTAL WATER 
COST (AU$/m3)

Figure S 2: Flow chart for the calculation of operational expenses (OPEX) and initial capital expenses 
(CAPEX)
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A) Sensitivity analysis 
Dilution rate vs SEC
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B) Sensitivity analysis
Recovery rate vs membrane cost

Figure S 3: Flow chart for the sensitivity analysis in A) dilution rate variables vs. specific energy consumption SEC 
(kwh/m3); and B) recovery rate changes vs total membrane cost (AU$/m2).
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Table S 1: The experimental parameters and conditions for FO/UF laboratory setup

Unit FO UF

Active area m2 2.3 0.75
Dilution rate % 40 40
ρ sw gr/L 1012.4 1012.4
ρ ww gr/L 980.0 980.0

ρ UF filtered gr/L - 1005.1

ρ diluted SW gr/L 999.4 1007.2

ρ FO ww concentrated gr/L 995.5 -

Temperature °C 21.0 21.0
SW L 5.9 14.2
WW L 8.1 9.8
diluted SW L 10.0 24.0
UF Filtered L - 20.4
Concentrated WW L 4.1 -
SW TDS mg/L 32000 32000
WW TDS mg/L 550 550
TDS diluted SW mg/L 19200 19200
TDS Concentrated WW mg/L 1830 -
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Table S 2: Overview of RO desalination with modifications in hybrid systems in low-pressure RO modelled in 
WAVE.

Stream Name Standalone RO UF-RO FO-RO

Water Type
Sea Water 

(TDS:32000mg/L)
With conventional 

pretreatment, SDI < 5

Diluted seawater 
(TDS 19700 mg/L) 
with UF, SDI ≤ 2.5

Diluted seawater 
(TDS 19700 mg/L) 
with FO, SDI ≤ 2.5

Number of Elements 6 6 6
Total Active Area (m²) 223 223 223
Feed Flow per Pass (m³/d) 222.2 158.7 166.7
Feed TDSª (mg/L) 32,941 19740 20700
Feed Pressure (bar) 52.9 46.1 44.6
Flow Factor 0.85 0.85 0.85
Permeate Flow per 
Pass (m³/d) 100.0 100.0 100.0

Configuration 1 pass 1 pass 1 pass
Pass Average flux (LMH) 18.7 18.7 18.7
Permeate TDSª (mg/L) 153.0 194.2 253.6
Pass Recovery 45.0 % 60.0 % 60.0 %
Average NDP (bar) 18.6 17.1 15.4
Specific Energy (kWh/m³) 4.10 3.0 (2.5+0.5) 2.5
Temperature (°C) 25.0 20 25
pH 8.1 7 6.9
RO System Recovery 44.9 % 59.9 % 59.9 %
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Table S 3: R
eview

 of literature on unit production size and the econom
ic and technical param

eters related to the size values.
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 flux 
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H
)
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O
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M

H
)
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S (g/L
)

R
O

 U
S$/m

2 
(A

U
$/m

2)

FO

U
S$/m

2 
(A

U
$/m

2)

L
ow

-
pressure 

R
O
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rate (%
)

FO
 

recovery 
rate

T
W

C

U
S$/m

3 
(A

U
$/m

3)

FO
-R

O

SE
C

 
(kW

h/m
3)

R
O

SE
C

 
(kW

h/m
3)

FO
-R

O

R
eferences

L
ab/pilot scale

5.2/5.7/10.5
17/21.4

FS: 0.3-3.7

D
S: 30-40.5

61

(42)

30/ 45/ 78/ 
100

(43/ 65/ 
112/ 144)

60 / 63
50

0.59-0.91

(0.8-1.3)
4/ 6.5

1.3/1.5/2.5

(Y
angali-Q

uintanilla et 
al., 2011) ; (A

li, 2016) ; 
(C

oday et al., 2015) ; 
(C

ath T
Y

, 2009) ; (K
im

 
et al., 2017a); (W

ang et 
al., 2016)

1000/ 10000/ 
16000/ 25000

7/ 14
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D
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19

(14)

30/ 60

(43/ 86)
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0.62-0.96
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(T
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(L

inares et al., 2016) ; 
(Im

 et al., 2020) ; 
(V

inardell et al., 2019)

* 80-90%
 recovery rate w

ere considered hypothetically for a hybrid FO
-R

O
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em
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nM
B

R
) in w

astew
ater treatm

ent plant (V
inardell et al., 2019).
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